DIVINE MESSAGE READING
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Divine Name and Role Cards: These 2 cards are telling you the
WHO, WHAT, and WHY of your Divine Role. This can be a new role
you are stepping into or an existing role that you are embracing
more fully. This can also be a role for a particular situation (a
meeting, event, etc.) or time (this week, this month, this year).

May's Cards: These 2 cards are showing you the character traits
you “get to” be and share with others. You can call on the as you
fulfill your Divine Role. These traits can help counter any fears and
doubts that you may have. IT GETS TO BE FUN!

Divine Time Stamp: This lets you know that SPIRIT IS ASSISTING
YOU RIGHT NOW by sending you energy and making you aware
of qualities you already have that you can utilize. Take a moment
and really feel the energies and qualities being sent to assist you
in your Divine Role (sacredness, connection, grace, strength, joy,
love, wisdom, power, shining light, and/or blessings).

Awakening Card: This card is like having a Life Coach! It shares
WISDOM THAT YOU CAN USE IN PRACTICAL WAYS as you move
forward in your life and in your Divine Role. It might be how to
ramp up your energy or how to overcome obstacles or a greater
understanding of the gifts you are sharing. You can read the full
Ancient Ones’ message for even greater insights!

Affirmation Card: This card provides an affirmation. Modify it as
needed to fit your reading and then USE IT ON A REGULAR BASIS
as you fulfill your Divine Role.
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MY DIVINE MESSAGE READING
In my Divine Role as (Divine Name and Role Card 1)....

In this role I (Divine Name and Role Card 2)....

I get to be (May's Card 1) and (May's Card 2)....

Spirit wants me to know that right now (Divine Time Stamp)....

Wisdom that guides me in this role (Awakening Card....

My Affirmation (Affirmation Card)....
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MY DIVINE MESSAGE READING
A message in the reading that really excited me (optional)....

An image in this reading that inspires me and why (optional)....

REVERSE
Example: As I.... (affirmation), I am guided to... (awakening
message), which brings (time stamp) to me. This encourages
me to be (May's cards) as I (Divine Name Card 1) fulfilling my
role as (Divine Name and role).
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